




Romance Re-Scripted: Lost in Austen’s comparative historical analysis of post-feminist culture. 
This paper argues that the British television drama serial Lost in Austen (ITV, 2008) implicitly constructs a critical analysis of post-feminism.  Firstly, it will argue that its complex narrative structure (travelling from contemporary London to the pages of Jane Austen’s Pride and Prejudice) allows its female protagonist to ask important questions about the nature and relevance of feminism today.  In particular, it enables it to rediscover feminist history in an attempt to reconnect it to a generation of young women who have arguably lost sight of its continuing significance.  Secondly, it implicitly positions traditional romantic fiction as a cultural antidote to an overly sexualised post-feminist culture, one that continues to objectify the female subject while making young women complicit in their own oppression.  In doing so, it arguably offers a critical evaluation of post-feminism while reinventing the emotional power of traditional romantic discourse for a contemporary age.
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Introduction
[Romantic Fiction] is liable to perpetual re-writing; and it is its capacity for ‘re-scripting’ that has enabled it to flourish at the same time that it has been transformed. 

      (Lynne Pearce and Jackie Stacey, 1995: 12).


Produced by Mammoth Screen, Lost in Austen (ITV1, 2008) was a four-part, high-concept television drama written by Guy Andrews and directed by Dan Zeff.  It was first broadcast at a time when ITV had witnessed a sharp downturn in its fortunes.  Fifty years old and once part of the national fabric, by the mid-noughties it was desperately struggling for survival.​[1]​  ‘The trouble with ITV1’, journalist Ian Burrell observed, ‘is that its audience is, to put it bluntly, largely old and downmarket’ (2006).  Seen in this context, Lost in Austen was a carefully crafted and perfectly marketed piece of ‘quality’ television drama, partly intended to help turn around the channel’s failing image.  Clearly inspired by the BBC’s acclaimed Life on Mars (BBC, 2006-7), its broadcast signalled a move away from tawdry reality TV formats like Celebrity Love Island (ITV, 2005-6) and a return to producing expensive costume dramas like Brideshead Revisited (ITV, 1981) and The Jewel in the Crown (ITV, 1984).  Its re-imagining of Austen’s literature through the eyes of a modern young woman would also make it potentially attractive to a younger demographic by suggesting parallels with British Romantic Comedies like Bridget Jones’s Diary (Sharon Maguire, 2001).​[2]​  According to Andrew Higson, the serial can be seen as part of a wider Austen franchise, an ‘attempt to open up the period film’ and ‘to make it more relevant to contemporary… audiences’ (2010: 161). 

Despite these clearly commercial origins, Lost in Austen was an unusually ambitious piece of popular television drama that took a light-hearted look at the state of gender relations in contemporary culture, particularly examining the changing role of women and the relevance (or lack of) of feminism today.  Its story centres on Amanda Price (Jemima Rooper), a Jane Austen fan from present-day London who travels through a hidden ‘portal’ in her Hammersmith flat to find herself at the beginning of Pride and Prejudice (1813), gradually becoming involved in the complex machinations of the plot.​[3]​  This intricate narrative framework clearly allows the drama to delve into all manner of trans-historical debates, juxtaposing the present with the past in order to ask important questions concerning the social, cultural and political changes that have taken place over the last two hundred years.





To understand how Lost in Austen achieves this, it is first necessary to outline some of the major criticisms often aimed at post-feminist culture.   Firstly, many cultural critics have suggested that there appears to be an historical ‘amnesia’ amongst a new generation of young women, particularly concerning the significant role the woman’s movement has played in establishing their current freedoms.  The term ‘post-feminism’ even appears to suggest as much, implying that gender equality has been achieved and that we now live in an age ‘after’ feminism.​[4]​  According to Stéphanie Genz, post-feminism has ‘been defined as a depoliticization of feminist goals, inherently opposed to activist and collective feminist politics’ (2006: 336).  For Yvonne Tasker and Diane Negra, this is why feminism today is ‘constituted as an unwelcome, implicitly censorious presence, it is precisely feminist concerns that are silenced within postfeminist culture.  Reference to “the F word” underscores the status of feminism as unspeakable within contemporary popular culture’ (emphasis in the original; 2007: 3).  

This rejection of feminism may partly be understood as symptomatic of a wider ‘backlash’, young women often regarding it as an obtuse relic from a past generation that has little relevance to their own lives.  For critics like Rene Renfeld (1995), ‘official feminism’ is a movement now often regarded as puritanical, anti-heterosexual, man-hating, conservative and weirdly New Age.​[5]​  Yet, rather than a certain ‘type’ of feminism being rejected, young women have refused to align themselves to the movement as a whole.  This means that important aspects of feminism need to be rediscovered for a whole new generation of women.  As Caitlin Moran has recently put it (2011: 80, emphasis in the original):
….we need to reclaim the word ‘feminism’.  We need the word ‘feminism’ back real bad.  When statistics come in saying that only 29 per cent of American women would describe themselves as feminist – and only 42 per cent of British women – I used to think, What do you think feminism IS ladies?  What part of ‘liberation for women’ is not for you?  Is it the freedom to vote?  The right not to be owned by a man you marry?  The campaign for equal pay?  ‘Vogue’, by Madonna?  Jeans?  Did all that good shit GET ON YOUR NERVES?  Or were you just DRUNK AT THE TIME OF THE SURVEY?

It is this historical ‘amnesia’ that may help to partly explain why young women now act and think the way they do.  Because a ‘puritanical’ feminism is often regarded as passé, they appear comfortable in adopting typically sexist forms of representation.  For critics like Angela McRobbie, these young women think they are ‘cool’ and ‘sophisticated’ by ironically accepting their own sexual objectification (happily attending lap-dancing clubs, longing to be a glamour model and so on) , but they are simply complicit in their own oppression.  As a result, ‘…we are witness to a hyperculture of commercial sexuality, one aspect of which is the repudiation of a feminism invoked only to be summarily dismissed’ (2007: 34).  This might explain why, for example, contemporary young women are often criticised for indulging in excessive drinking, sexual promiscuity and aggressive behaviour, seemingly adopting traditionally ‘masculine’ traits (see Amy Shields Dobson, 2012).  






‘I have no right to complain about my life’, Amanda confesses in the very first line of Lost in Austen, ‘I mean, it’s the same for everybody, and I do what everybody does.  I take it on the chin’ (Episode 1).​[6]​  In this way, the audience is immediately introduced to a contemporary young woman who is clearly less than content with her lot.  The fact she feels she has ‘no right to complain’ is particularly revealing, suggesting a generation of women who (despite seeming to ‘have it all’) feel fundamentally dissatisfied.  Little wonder, then, that after a long day at work dealing with rude and abusive customers in a building society (including a commute home that involves her being shoved and shunted by men on public transport and crowded city streets), she retreats into a night alone with her beloved Pride and Prejudice.  However, she is soon brusquely interrupted by her drunken and uninvited boyfriend, Michael (Daniel Percival).  With a football match on TV still blaring in the background, he gets down on one knee, tugs the ring pull from his bottle of beer, burps and clumsily proposes.  ‘Marry me babes’, he slurs, ‘make an honest woman of me’.  

This dissatisfaction with the crude and unromantic nuances of modern life certainly appears to explain Amanda’s obsession with Jane Austen’s romantic literature.  However, her divorced, alcoholic and chain-smoking mother (Pippa Haywood) blames it for giving her unrealistic expectations about love and life.​[7]​  Although she accepts that Michael has cheated on her, she is dismayed that her daughter has turned his proposal down, quick to remind her that he ‘doesn’t take drugs’ or ‘knock you about’ (Episode 1).  Yet, Amanda is unwilling to compromise her standards and does not believe that any marriage is better than no marriage at all, preferring instead to retreat into her own Austen created fantasy.  ‘I love the love story’, she desperately tries to explain, ‘…I love the manners and the language and the courtesy.  It’s become part of who I am and what I want’ (Episode 1).  

In this way, the expectations of one generation of women are immediately contrasted with another, revealing a seismic shift in what women now want with what they may have once wanted (or what they may have once settled for).  As such, Lost in Austen appears to hold this new generation of young women up to the cultural spotlight to examine and account for their current behaviour, opinions and attitudes.  In particular, Amanda can be seen as representative of a new generation of women who (despite all the enormous advances brought about by the feminist movement) still appear less than completely satisfied.​[8]​  In the space of this complex multi-layered narrative, it sets Amanda on a comparative historical journey that forces her to reassess her present life.  Travelling back and forward in time, she is granted a unique position to compare and contrast the role of women at very different points in English history.  
‘Land, blood, property’.

Like the time-traveller Sam Tyler (John Simm) in Life on Mars, Amanda quickly realises that the past is not just another country, it is another planet.​[9]​  Not only is her contemporary haircut and fashionable clothes completely inappropriate for the period she finds herself in, but so are her attitudes and behaviour.  This is perfectly captured in Ropper’s engagingly boisterous performance, diametrically opposed to the carefully controlled manners of Austen’s female characters.​[10]​  Although a devoted fan of the book, she actually turns out to be an incompetent meddler in its fictional universe.  ‘Hear that sound?’ she remarks, ‘…That’s Jane Austen spinning in her grave like a cat in a tumble-dryer’ (Episode 4).  This is because by entering Austen’s universe the novel is no longer simply a work of fiction, its innocent charm shattered by her discovering the harsh realities behind its romantic veneer.  No longer simply an enchanting love story, it quickly dissolves into a confusing and chaotic clash between two desperately different cultures. 

In particular, Amanda uncovers a world where women are almost completely dependent on men.  This can be glimpsed, as we shall see, in a number of ways, but it is women’s lack of economic power that lies at the root of this inequality.  It is for this reason that the choice of Pride and Prejudice is such a suitable novel for our heroine to find herself in.  This is because its storyline centres on the desperate need of middle-class women to find economic security by marrying a husband of means.​[11]​  While Austen’s literature may generally be associated with love and romance, it is arguably the brute force of economics that really drives her fiction.  As literary critic Francis Wilson puts it (2013): 
[Austen’s] subject is the pursuit of lucre, not love.  Cash for her heroines is like calorie-counting for Bridget Jones.  Every time one of Austen’s girls meets a man, she tots up the figures and calculates their daily consumption…. The bank balances of her male characters are the only memorable things about them: who doesn’t know that…Mr Darcy has an annual income of £10,000 (worth £450,000 today), or that Mr Bingley lives on the £5,000 interest skimmed each year from his inheritance of £100,000?  Or that Mr Bennet keeps his wife and five daughters on an annual allowance of £2,000, which will be reduced to £200 after his death? 

In such a world, married women were little more than the chattels of men.  As historian Amy Louise Erickson explains, ‘Under common law a woman’s legal identity during marriage was eclipsed – literally covered – by her husband’ (1995: 24).  Rather than a partnership made out of love, marriage in the middle classes during this period was consequently regarded as an alliance between families and a transfer of property (with the prospective wife seen as simply part of that economic transaction).​[12]​  This means that arranged marriages were the norm and regarded as perfectly natural, the Bennet sisters shocked when Amanda tells them that she had recently turned a marriage proposal down.  This is clearly a luxury they simply do not possess, Jane (Morven Christie) agreeing to marry the repulsive Mr Collins (Guy Henry) for monetary reasons alone.  As they casually explain to Amanda, he ‘…owns us.  Longbourn is entailed to him.  Were papa to die, Mr. Collins could put us out like that.  Therefore, must we marry to be forearmed against the worst’ (Episode 1).  The manipulative Mrs Bennet (Alex Kingston) understands this only too well and is desperate to see all her daughters married off to wealthy men, aggressively threatening Amanda when she fears she may be attracting the attention of eligible bachelors.​[13]​  ‘Do not obstruct any one of them in her quest for a propitious marriage’, she threatens her, ‘For if you do, and my estate is lost because of it, something may come of you…’ (Episode 1).  

As men held all the economic power and middle-class women did not work or study (a university education was denied to women in England until the twentieth century [see June Purvis, 1991]), so they became virtual prisoners in their own homes.  When reluctantly forced to perform for Darcy (Elliot Cowan) and his guests, Amanda revealingly chooses to sing Petula Clark’s ‘Downtown’.  While its mention of ‘traffic in the city’, ‘sidewalks’ and ‘neon signs’ comically baffles her audience, its lyrics also describe modern women’s ability to move freely through all levels of society.  In contrast, Austen’s world still heavily restricts women’s movement at every opportunity.  When, for example, a carriage filled with the Bennet ladies breaks down, Amanda asks why one of them does not ride a horse to fetch for help.  ‘They’re not saddled’, Jane explains in shock, ‘to ride without a saddle would be monstrously indelicate’ (Episode 2).  Such feminine ‘indelicacies’ make these women dependent on men for virtually everything in their lives, a fact that renders them hopelessly passive and immobile. 

This lack of independence also has consequences in terms of female sexuality.  In such a culture, sex is deemed only necessary for the purpose of procreation.  Indeed, it was assumed that ‘decent’ middle-class women were not even troubled by the need for sexual pleasure and that they would sleep with only one man during their entire lifetime.  In feminist terms, Amanda discovers a world of ‘female eunuchs’, their sexuality surreptitiously ‘stolen’ from them so they (and their desires) could simply become the ‘property’ of men.  What happens in such a culture, Germaine Greer famously argued, ‘is that the female is considered as a sexual object for the use and appreciation of other sexual beings, men….’ (Germaine Greer 1970: 17).  Mrs Bennet understands this more than most and is matter of fact about its sometimes disastrous consequences.  ‘The world is full of miserable, loveless marriages’, she explains, Jane ‘will find a way to endue it, women do’ (Episode 3).

Such perceptions of love and sexuality are, of course, shocking to Amanda’s post-feminist sensibilities.  In particular, she is saddened and angry when Darcy rejects her after discovering that she is not a ‘maid’.  Linked to the very notion of a woman becoming the ‘property’ of a man, virginity was seen to assure the ‘buyer’ that his ‘goods’ were not in any way ‘spoiled’.  This also enforced the idea that it was men who ultimately owned women’s bodies and they could, therefore, treat them in any way they desired.   In such a culture, Kathleen Coyne Kelly argues, the ‘hymen (and its cultural analogues) function as both metaphor and metonym for an array of ideas and beliefs about women….as objects of exchange’ (2000: x).  Female sexuality is consequently subjugated in the need to simply satisfy the pleasure of men.  Most explicitly of all, Miss Bingley rather candidly confesses to being a lesbian, but still intends to marry, explaining that ‘…it is correct and necessary and expected by everyone – including God’ (Episode 3).  This, then, is a world of very rigid social, cultural and sexual repression; ordained over and sanctioned by a Deity whose moral legislation can never be questioned.  Love, in such a world, seems an almost minor concern.  ‘Land, blood, property, nothing else matters’, the ruthless Lady Catherine de Burgh (Lindsay Duncan) bluntly explains.  ‘The needs of the body can be accommodated.  The needs of the heart are expendable’ (Episode 4).  

Seen in this context, Lost in Austen can be regarded as an implicit warning against historical amnesia.  By having our modern heroine travel back in time, it forces this contemporary woman to understand and appreciate what she may now take for granted.  Consequently, Amanda’s personal journey can be interpreted as a subtle rejection of the term ‘post’ in favour of one more historically situated.  For Misha Kavka, ‘third-wave’ reminds us that we are speaking about a moment in feminism which is ‘a consequence of a certain feminist history and has consequences itself as a moment of feminist history to come’ (2001: xvii).  As such, Amanda’s time-travelling to a pre-feminist age forces her to face up to her own role in the continual and on-going struggle for female emancipation.  As Ellie Levenson puts it in The Noughtie Girl’s Guide to Feminism (2009: 207): 
We’re not all going to go away and read the works of the many feminists who have gone before us, whether first wave, second wave, third wave or from some other wave, but we must acknowledge the role other feminists have played in shaping our world.  Because of them we can vote, work, wear trousers, stand for parliament, in fact, do whatever we want.  Therefore it is important to have something of a sense of how far women have come over history and how recent the gains in our freedom have been, if only to appreciate that our rights are fragile and we mustn’t let our guard down as feminists or we might lose them.

Yet, despite these brutal lessons in feminist history, Amanda still eventually chooses to remain in the past with Darcy (Elliot Cowan).  Such a finale would appear to contradict everything she has discovered, a contemporary woman sacrificing all her current freedoms to live in a stifling pre-feminist age.  Ignoring the simple fact that both the traditional costume drama and the Romantic Comedy demand a conventional happy ending, perhaps this unexpected romance also tells us something about the nature of Amanda’s discontent in and with the present.  When she originally denies wanting Darcy, Lady Catherine de Burgh perceptively observes, ‘What you want my dear, frightens you to death.  That’s why you fail to comprehend yourself’ (Episode 3).  As this suggests, Amada’s time travelling does teach her what women have gained in the last two hundred years.  However, it seems she may also discover what they have lost.

‘Not at all couth!’

The reasons for Amanda’s discontent with the present may partly lie in the recent changes taking place in gender identity.  Far from being the Byronic hero she longs for, Michael epitomises a rather hopeless ‘new man’, a male reaction to feminism that is not always regarded in a positive light.  In particular, it is ‘…often ridiculed as an illustration of how feminism feminizes men’ (Imelda Wheleh, 1995: 244).  His pathetic proposal (‘make an honest woman of me’) certainly suggests as much, Amanda clearly uninspired by his unromantic declarations.  Although, as Jessica Cox points out, he is actually more of a ‘new-lad’ than a ‘new-man’ (2013: 37), both are strategic reactions to feminism and are far from the passionate hero that our heroine desires.  ‘Faced with a newly independent, sexually liberated woman’, Joanna Di Mattia explains, ‘hegemonic masculinity repositions itself as an unstable identity in need of re-vision.  As a result, the formula for the ideal romantic hero has become imprecise’ (2004, 18).  Little wonder, then, that Amanda fantasies about a character that possesses little uncertainty over his typically brooding masculinity.  ‘Never mind the Bingley’, she declares early on, ‘bring on the Darcy’ (Episode 1).  

This gendered imprecision is as applicable to ‘post-feminist’ women as men.  Amanda’s friend and flat mate, Pirhana (Gugu Mbatha-Raw), applies her lipstick as if she has ‘eaten it’ (Episode 1) and possesses a name that clearly hints at a voracious appetite for meat.  It is a gender confusion also reflected in Amanda’s drinking, smoking and frequent use of crude language, including modern idioms like ‘ball-breaker’ (Episode 1), ‘bum face’ (Episode 3) and ‘cock-up’ (Episode 4).  ‘She is unkempt and indelicate and not at all couth!’ Mrs Bennet observes, ‘She is upsetting the servants with all manner of improper remarks’ (Episode 1).  As Cox points out, her ‘behaviour suggests an engagement with ‘ladette’ culture, which emerged as a cultural phenomenon in Britain in the 1990s, and which contemporary feminists propose is rooted in the imitation of a particular masculine identity’ (2013: 44).   It is perhaps a blurring of gender lines even hinted at by her name (A-man-da), our heterosexual heroine repeatedly mistaken for a lesbian in nineteenth century England, partly because of her ‘masculine’ assertiveness (at least in comparison to Austen’s demure heroines).  ‘This is the ball at Netherfield’, she tells Darcy, ‘…and you’re throwing me out for kneeing Collins in the balls.  This isn’t quite how I imagined it’ (Episode 2).

Such changes mean that traditional romance is now increasingly untenable because the gendered certainties on which it was once based have become confused.  In a culture where women often appear as active and as confident as men (in both a social and sexual sphere), the traditional manners, rituals and rhythms of courtship are inevitably destabilised.  Lost in Austen subsequently becomes a means by which current post-feminist attitudes around gender relations come increasingly under scrutiny.  In particular, it calls attention to the changes taking place in female sexuality and the implications that these have on society and culture at large.  While clearly not wanting to return women to their historical status as ‘female eunuchs’, it implicitly asks if all these changes are quite as liberating as they might first appear.  

‘Spank Me, Mr Darcy’.

Although feminists once actively campaigned against pornography and the objectification of the female body, young women today (at least, in the West) appear to possess a fundamentally more relaxed attitude to the issue of sex and female representation.  Indeed, contemporary women seem increasingly accepting of pornography and have even become active consumers of it, recently reflected in the enormous popularity of mainstream erotic literature for women like Fifty Shades of Grey (2011).​[14]​  Such a cultural shift can perhaps be glimpsed in the recent publication of Spank Me, Mr. Darcy (2013), a novel which rather graphically blends together Pride and Prejudice with this new genre of erotic literature, revealing a pornographic rendering of Austen’s original narrative.  ‘It is a truth universally recognised’, it begins, ‘that a dominant man in possession of a good set of cuffs, must be in want of a much younger, submissive wife’ (Lissa Trevor and Jane Austen, 2013: 1).  It is hard to imagine second-wave feminists approving of this kind of fiction, its preoccupation with bondage/discipline, dominance/submission and BDSM generally positioning its female characters as the sexual objects of male domination.  However, today feminist academics interested in slash/fiction might even applaud it, exploring and discussing such a book as a work of ‘ingenious subversion’ (Constance Penley, 1997: 2).  

For some critics, this new relaxed attitude to female objectification can also be viewed in contemporary female fashion.  ‘Wearing lipstick’, Charlotte Brunsdon explains, ‘is no longer wicked and notions of identity have moved away from a rational/moral axis and are much more profoundly informed by ideas of performance, style and desire’ (1997b: 85-6).  Consequently, the tight corsets and unflattering dresses of Austen’s day (which Amanda fears makes her ‘bum look big’ [Episode 4]) and the desexualised and androgynous look often associated with stereotypical feminism (so as not to be seen to pander to the ‘objectifying’ male gaze), have now been swapped for high heels, short skirts and plunging neck lines, deliberately inviting male attention with their cries of ‘Hello Boys’.​[15]​  Similarly, many young women today are happy to remove most of their body hair for the pleasure of men but at the fury of some feminists (see Aisha Mirza, 2013).  Indeed, it is not long into her time in the nineteenth-century that Amanda reveals her ‘landing strip’.  ‘What have you done to yourself?’ Lydia (Perdita Weeks) exclaims in shocked and bemused embarrassment (Episode 1).  Similarly, her ‘black leather jacket, red high-heeled boots, low-cut purple blouson top, low-slung green belt, and tight jeans’ (Laurie Kaplan, 2012) suggests a dangerous new form of sexual freedom.  However, by introducing Austen’s heroines to lipstick, modern fashions and pubic grooming, Amanda may well be helping to bring an end to the very world she once so desperately coveted.  ‘I feel like those guys who discovered that Stone Age tribe’, she laments, ‘then gave them the common cold and wiped them out’ (Episode 1).

As this suggests, Amanda begins to realise that her own sexually liberated ideas and behaviour may well have grave consequences on the romantic allure of Austen’s world, forcing its audience to question just how ‘liberating’ these new sexual freedoms might actually be.  Although active female sexuality is often equated with issues of post-feminist empowerment (see, for example, Astrid Henry, 2004), some critics argue that the overly sexualised culture it tends to promote may not always be entirely progressive.  According to Angela McRobbie, post-feminism encourages a culture where women openly ‘desire to be “pinup girls” for the centrefolds of the soft-porn “lad-mags”, where it is not unusual to pass young women in the street wearing T-shirts bearing phrases such as “Porn Queen” or ‘”Pay to Touch” across the breasts..’ (2007: 34).   Not only does such a culture, she argues, risk objectifying women, it may also create a world in which there is an ‘ironic normalisation of pornography’ (ibid).  Critics like Rosalind Gill agree, arguing that the gradual drift of pornography into mainstream life means that its images have slowly become acceptable.  ‘Lad magazines’, Gill argues, ‘are emblematic of the blurring of boundaries between pornography and other genres which has occurred in the last decade.  “Porno chic” has become a dominant representational practice in advertising, magazine, internet sites and cable television’ (2007: 151).  These ‘blurred lines’ between pornography and mainstream culture can be most obviously detected in recent pop videos where semi-naked women are routinely seen performing overtly sexualised dance routines, while the lyrics of the songs themselves have even been accused of promoting the language of rape.​[16]​  

So, while Amanda’s journey into the past means that she learns to appreciate her sexual freedoms more than ever, she also becomes increasingly critical about a contemporary world in which notions of romance have been replaced by a culture of hyper-sexuality.  In particular, it would seem that the ironic normalisation of pornography turns women, once again, into objects designed to please and pander to the male gaze.  So, although feminism has clearly made many revolutionary changes in the last two centuries, women are still essentially the ‘chattels’ of men – a ‘product’ to be packaged, bought and sold.  For Alice Ridout, such a tendency may simply be ‘a result of the commercial logic of late capitalism that looks to sell everything it possibly can, to as many different sections of the market as it can attract’ (2010: 5).  Consequently, Lost in Austen appears to implicitly suggest that female sexual freedom may have come at a price.  ‘Price’ is, of course, Amanda’s surname, a subtle reminder perhaps of both the cost of liberation and women’s re-transformation into sexual commodities.  

No wonder, then, that our heroine longs to return to an age where ‘traditional’ gender relations (romance, courteousness and fidelity) still appear to be valued.  It would seem ironic, for example, that although women were clearly second-class citizens in Austen’s day, they were treated with more respect (at least on the level of social civility) than Amanda is in modern-day Hammersmith.  ‘In my world’, she candidly confesses to Mr Bingley (Tom Mison), ‘all I ever do is dream about the loveliness of your world.  The stately, elegant rituals and pace of courtship, of lovemaking, as you call it, under the gaze of chaperones, of happiness against all odds and…and marriage’ (Episode 1).
This helps to explain Amanda’s attraction to Darcy and her attempt to finally learn to act like a nineteenth-century lady.  She is helped in this last endeavour by George Wickham (Tom Riley), Darcy’s nemesis and a rogue in the original novel who unexpectedly comes to her aid, helping her to dress appropriately and schooling her in feminine etiquette.​[17]​  His innate understanding that feminine behaviour can be learnt is in stark contrast to Darcy who believes that good-breeding is ordained.  ‘There is no accident in birth’ is how he bluntly puts it to Amanda (Episode 3).  You can spot this high-minded attitude in Cowan’s performance which possesses a stiffness and rigidity in his body-language and general demeanour.  ‘Darcy’, Bingley explains, ‘regards all forms of sudden locomotion as emblematic of ill-breeding.  Hunting, tennis, rising precipitately from a chair…’ (Episode 1).  Yet, it is this ‘otherworldliness’ that attracts Amanda like a moth to a flame.  In comparison, Wickham’s attitude to women and society is strangely contemporary.  Not only does he recognise gender as a form of performance, but he seems to be the only Austen character that both understands and appreciates her acute sense of irony.  It is this air of modernity, however, that probably makes him undesirable in her eyes, as untrustworthy as her current boyfriend back in Hammersmith.  When everything is regarded as a ‘performance’, even love threatens to become an act.  Whatever Darcy’s failings are, Amanda knows that he is a man of principle for whom love, honour and fidelity possess real meaning.

The drama is, however, careful not to over simplify this choice between past and present.  For while Amanda decides to stay in the nineteenth century, Elizabeth Bennet (Gemma Arterton) chooses to remain in the present (the two effectively swapping places).  Miss Bennet is surprisingly at home in a world of credit cards, mobile phones and the internet, negotiating modern life perhaps better than Amanda ever did.  ‘I was born out of time’, she happily confesses, ‘Out of time and out of place’ (Episode 4).  When Darcy (temporarily transported to modern London) finds it difficult to understand how her female employer could be a doctor, she simply answers, ‘Yes, the world is greatly changed’ (Episode 4).  As such, Elizabeth clearly embraces the new freedoms that Amanda once seemed to take for granted.  So, while not wanting to sacrifice any of the fundamental changes brought about by feminism, the drama suggests that there are still certain cultural attitudes and sensibilities to be learnt from the past.  








The aim of this paper has been to show how the narrative of Lost in Austen cleverly employs the work of Jane Austen to contrast the origins of modern romantic love and courtship against the contemporary social-sexual mores of contemporary post-feminist culture.  Although it clearly presents feminism as a progressive historical force, it also implicitly asks if men and women have paid a high price for that equality, one which now threatens to undermine the very nature of contemporary gender relations.  By contrasting constructions of both femininity and masculinity of the past with the present, the audience are forced to consider the influence of the women’s movement.  In particular, it subtly investigates the imprecise nature of romance in the present day and the difficulties both genders now face in re-imagining a ‘post-feminist’ world which can still allow for romantic (as well as sexual) fulfilment.  Romantic fiction may seem an unlikely place to find female empowerment, but the drama implicitly suggests that it can offer an important site where the emotional needs of women can still be met.  As Ien Ang puts it (1988: 188):
Whatever the concrete reasons for women taking pleasure in [romantic fiction]….it seems clear to me that what is fundamentally involved is a certain determination to maintain the feeling of romance, or a refusal to give it up, even though it may be temporarily or permanently absent in ‘real life’, against all odds.  And it is this enduring emotional quest that, I would suggest, should be taken seriously as a psychical strategy by which women empower themselves in everyday life…
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^1	  In particular, its network’s chief executive, Charles Allen, had negotiated a costly renewal agreement with advertisers, which meant that revenues were now dependent on audiences.   However, a recent batch of poor programming and a large number of high-profile flops (such as the disastrous Now or Never [ITV, 2006] which was cancelled after just one show) found the channel losing audiences at an alarming rate.
^2	  Indeed, a few minutes into its opening, our heroine is slumped on her big red sofa in her dressing gown and drinking a large glass of red wine in a classic Bridget Jones pose.
^3	  As well as the original novel, it also includes many references to the BBC’s much loved 1995 adaptation of the book, adapted by Andrew Davies and starring Colin Firth. Not only does our heroine have its theme tune as her ring-tone, but she also shamelessly reconstructs its famous ‘wet breeches’ scene for her own titillation (a scene involving Firth as Darcy in wet clothes after a swim in a lake which has become one of the most iconic moments of the drama, particular in its appeal to a female audience).
^4	  Although many critics would argue that the ‘post’ in the term post-feminism applies to its intersection with ‘post-modernism, post-structuralism and post-colonialism’ (see Ann Brookes, 1997: 1), it may also be regarded as misleading in its implication that the feminist movement is ‘over’.  
^5	  For Denfeld, the puritanical impulse of feminism in the past is summed up in the title of her book, ‘The New Victorians’, a reference to the ‘prudishness’ that, she argues, keeps feminism out of touch with everyday life in the contemporary world.
^6	  The drama actually starts with a short prologue before the opening credits (which sets up Amanda’s obsession with Pride and Prejudice), but this is the first piece of real dialogue after the opening credits.  Quotations are taken from the DVD.
^7	  Interestingly, she is named only as ‘vile mother’ in the credits.
^8	  As journalist Neil Lyndon summarises (2009), ‘Despite sexual and marital liberation, massively increased career opportunities and earning power, educational privileges and the wholesale demolition of the inhibiting conventions that restricted the lives of women in the past, today’s women report themselves as feeling a low sense “of life satisfaction and well-being”’.
^9	  The drama clearly shares many similarities with the earlier Life on Mars, both protagonists forced back into the past where they gradually learn to reassess both themselves and the present world they live in.
^10	  The fact that Rooper is most well-known for her work in film and television and not the theatre, also means that she lacks the sort of background traditionally required for the genre, a background that the likes of Hugh Bonneville and Elliot Cowan possess (see Charlotte Brunsdon, 1997a).    
^11	  As the novel’s famous opening line suggests, ‘It is a truth universally acknowledged that a single man in possession of a good fortune must be in want of a wife’ (1992: 1).
^12	  Before the passing of the 1870 ‘Married Women’s Property Act’, when a woman got married her wealth was automatically given to her husband. 
^13	  Mrs Bennet is generally regarded as a rather tiresome character in the original novel, obsessed only with the desire to see her daughters married.  While she is no more pleasant in Lost in Austen, the drama does reveal just why she behaves the way she does.  
^14	  Fifty Shades of Grey is a 2011 erotic romance novel by British author E. L. James, notable for its explicitly erotic scenes featuring elements of sexual practices involving bondage/discipline, dominance/submission and sadism/masochism.
^15	  ‘Hello Boys’ is a reference to a famous 1994 advertising campaign featuring model Eva Herzigová in a Wonderbra.  The caption accompanies a picture of her gazing down at her cleavage, ambiguously addressing either male admirers or her breasts.
^16	  Appropriately enough, the song ‘Blurred Lines’ by Robin Thicke (whose lyrics, 'I know you want it' and 'let me liberate ya') have been deemed deeply offensive and derogatory towards women.  The hit became part of an even bigger debate about the messages of pop lyrics and videos when Miley Cyrus performed it with Thicke at the MTV Video Music Awards in August, 2013 in a highly sexualised dance routine (see Dorian Lynskey, 2013).
^17	  As Jessica Cox points out, this act ‘bears some resemblance to the ITV programme From Ladette to Lady (2005–10), which attempts to transform ‘wayward and shameless girls’ into ladies (2013: 44).
